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Swami came down to bhajans. He worked with Gustav on his music. We did 
arathi to Baba before Swami started his talk. 
 
 
Swami: Okay Monika T, don't waste the time.  Go in the subject, I'll 
give the thirty minutes time to you.  Go major confusion points.  First 
complete one layer the major, major points - we'll take care of that. 
 
Monika T: Ok. Major point is on Womb Chakra.  Some confusion is 
there.  What happens to the soul when it's going back to the point it 
was created in the mother's womb? 
 
Swami:  Give me example please. 
 
Monika T: You say it's very important to go back to the experience in 
the mother’s womb, at the point you were created, why is that 
important?  
 
Swami:  Give me example, you're not answering my point.  
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Monika T: The soul is created in the mother's womb, the divine 
mother's womb. 
 
Swami: That's natural; everybody knows that.  Give me example.  If 
you give example, then I will go into the subject.  Your standard is 
different, and new students is there, and many people will get 
confused, give me example clear.  
 
Monika T: To have the experience of going back to the point when 
your soul was created, the very first point, and that point is in the 
divine mother's womb. It's important to go back to that experience. 
Why is it important to go back? 
 
Swami: I asked you give me the example, give me example.  It's not 
my question, it's everybody's question.  Isn't it?  
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami: Give me example, then I will enter.  Whenever you raise a 
question you need to be clarity, then I'll come up.  You talk Womb 
Chakra don't change the subject. 
 
Monika T:  No, I'm not changing the subject. 
 
Swami:  Okay, go ahead.  
 
Monika T:  I don't know how to describe that Swami, it's important 
for each person to understand the point... 
 
Swami: Means tons of examples there. Already in 1999, in Malligi 
Hotel November 2nd, in front of swimming pool, the garden I talked 
on that.  In Hospet in Hampi, already I given the clear examples.  
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Don't underestimate my memory.  You can go in AV room, took the 
November 2nd, it's there at 4pm.  You all guys is sitting, I talked, not 
all, few students is sitting, I talked.  Myuri, you remember? 
 
Myuri:  Yes, I remember...  
 
Swami: You check it. If it is not there I'll give you one million dollar 
check, or tomorrow night is your wedding.... Okay, you tell, give the 
example, Womb Chakra, then we'll talk on it. 
 
Monika T: Okay, so the example is me.  If I go back to the point when 
my soul was created in the mother's womb, if I can have that 
experience what will happen to me? 
 
Swami: You're not coming in a right track, anyhow, I'll give one or 
two examples, then we'll go in the subject that. For example, whole 
Mahabharata, Kauravas, they're all test tube babies - mother who 
generated a soul. Mother is the key person to the soul, can command, 
and demand, and dictate, and be determined with the high devotion.  
Can make it things, impossible things to make it possible, point one.  
Point two, at the time of she is giving a birth, the baby is keep making 
a movements in the mother womb.  At that time, if she is really 
satisfied and happily with no tears, whatever she sucked the, the 
divine parts went to that kid to be as a strongest divine soul in the 
planet.  One million percent that kid will come out like that. 
Point three, whenever the third month is crossed the mother, if she 
keeps chanting Nine Arrows and Bhagawati Gayatri Mantra, Nine 
Arrows must, Gayatri Mantra the pronunciation need to be accurate.  
Om bhur bhuva suvaha tatsavitur varenyam "renyam" bhargo 
devasiya dhi mahi dhiyoyoo naha "ha" prachodayat ya tt "yat".   Om 
bhur bhuva suvaha tatsavitur varenyam bhargo devasiya dhi mahi 
dhiyoyoo naha prachodayat.  Ya, maya, that ya she's pulling it, no 
maya can it, it, no illusion can hit it to the baby.  The whole universe, 
tons of the bosses like a Jesus Christ will come out, strongest healers, 
automatically the mother has to be as a slave. 
Another final point, in the Womb Chakra, everybody has to 
experience.  Monika T, she's asking what will happen, why we need 
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to go in the Womb Chakra? Generally it's a merging in the divine 
creation.  Merging in the divine creation is nothing but a merging 
with the mother divine.  You are with the holy mother, the whole 
universe is your mother, the whole creation is your mother.  That 
mother created your mother, that mother created you.  Your mother 
also need to go there. She is a bridge between the nature and to you.  
If you cheated your mother, if you are responsible for her tears, you 
cannot win on love.  In her Womb Chakra, love in sense Womb 
Chakra. First Gods, father, mother, doesn't matter what are their 
characters, qualities, their affairs it's none of your business. No, it's 
none of your business.  They given birth to you. You should not give 
a pain to them.  If you keep giving a pain in the layer of the Womb 
Chakra it keep is cutting off, again to refill it, it takes a minimum of 
one hundred years one layer. 
I tried, I don't want to get married.  I tried, and tried, and tried…  
with the Cyndria and Anya is there in the office with me, almost 
nine, ten years, lot of photos my mother bringing to me, the girl 
photos.  “How is she? You like her?” and some girls they come in 
front of me.  I go there different, different, places, because of, to the 
mother…and simply looking it, “Ah good.” And, “Yes, okay, I'll call, 
I'll tell later.”  Then I'll get their information, their phone numbers, 
again I'm calling, “Swami is very bad character, no, your life will be 
ruined!” this, this, myself cancelling it.  But my mother don't know 
that.  She don't know that, and that lot of girls, they say, “No, I don't 
like Swami, no, no, no, no!”   
I personally, I'm writing with my left hand, writing letters, “He is 
very crazy. He is this, this, this, this,” and I'm posting it.  And I'm 
calling and, “When is our marriage this, this?” She said, “No, I don't 
like you!” Hang up, click.  Ah, thank you Baba, thank you Baba, but 
one day my mother caughted me, she caughted it.  Even I did with 
my wife Shilpa - no games, finally it sticks.  My father, my law-sister, 
she's carrying five months baby in her stomach, they went both 
together to the Shilpa’ house.  True, you can ask the Shilpa.  They 
went, “Did you receive any post'?”  First question.  “Yah, your son is 
very bad, something I received it.”  “Ah-ha, can I see it?”  My father 
is very clarity into that person.  “Any phone calls came?” “Yes, 
somebody called and is telling crazy things about him.”  “Is it a 
woman or man?”  “A woman is called.”  I put one of my classmate 
called, do this, do this, do this, tell these things,  “Yes, ah-ha, okay.” 
“That all is his game, now we'll play.” 
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My father he called from Shilpa’ house.  At the time I'm in a different 
mood.  Simply I'm talking here, “You like Shilpa? Okay fine.”  Good, 
good, good, good, my sister, yes, good, good, good, good, good, 
good.  Then, he read the letter, “This, this, this, this, this,” somebody 
mailed it to Shilpa.  Then my stupid thing is, I smiled, I caughted it, I 
got caughted - finished. They fixed it December 31 until to Christmas 
the program is running, and January 2nd is wedding – Hooo, and 
arrangements and everything, it's like a whole villages, and 
everybody entered, and it's like a big festival, and my father in law he 
came and he's asking, “Do you have a fear about the marriage?” Of 
course marriage is a good, but it is a bond.  To the James Bond, that 
another bond… 
Okay right, I'm happy, totally surrendered, I escaped for ten years.  
Why I'm saying this, if the Guru Parampara decided… you cannot 
escape it.  If Baba decided, he made it, I put one condition in my 
wedding, there is a beautiful decoration there in the garden, big 
stadium and everything, I said, “No, He need to watch, I want to 
marry in front of His door outside.”  There are thousands of people, I 
want, he need to look at it, yes, and he's smiling, he's smiling.  Okay 
done, your life is finished. 
You need to… again I'm coming to the subject.  Parents’ pain, if you 
care it – ninety percent you got enlightenment.  It is equal to one 
million homas if you make them happy.  If you're not respecting the 
elders, you are a criminals.  One day you'll get old.  If I'm alive, I'll 
also get old. Baba got also old.  We need to respect, even though 
they're speaking unnecessary things, but yes okay, maybe you like it, 
you don't like it, but keep them happy, the bridge is clear to merge in 
the Divine Consciousness, the consciousness in the sense of in the 
Womb Chakra.  It will boost up, the nectar will flow in you.  You'll 
automatically receive that.  
If the parents keep crying, you cannot win it, anything.  First who is 
the responsible to make you to come on this planet, first think on 
them, then think God…Mata Pita, Guru Deva - first mother, father, 
next Guru, next God.  God is the fourth person, guru is the third 
person, first two characters is the parents.  Whenever you win the 
parents heart – done, you automatically merge in the nature, the 
nature in the sense of the Mother Divine creation, in her Womb 
Chakra.  It is important. It is most important thing.  Parents is, they're 
real Gods.  They're real Gods.  No Swami, my father have three wives 
- it's okay.  My wife crazy, I'm disturbed…  You keep your parents 
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happy, they'll be happy, they in sense that Divine Consciousness of 
the angels will be happy.  Why you unnecessarily, you think about… 
you have no right to give the judgment on the parents - no. I 
personally invited Tatyana parents from Germany to India, to the 
ashram.  Muddy, your parents came? 
 
Tatyana: Yes, they came. 
 
Swami: Huh? 
 
Tatyana: Yes, they came. 
 
Swami: Who paid their tickets? 
 
Tatyana: They paid their tickets, but you offered them to pay the 
tickets. 
 
Swami: They went happily or what?  
 
Tatyana: Very happy Swami, very, very, happy.  When they left for 
the airport my father had tears in his eyes, and they were both very, 
very, happy. 
 
Swami: I spoke to them in a very, very, gentle way, actually when 
I'm in Frankfurt, in Kepinski Hotel - many days I stayed there, many 
times.  It's a little distant one-hour maximum drive I think.  One 
hour?  
 
Tatyana: Yes one hour approximately. 
 
Swami:  I can go there but no time and exhausted, lot of work, and 
my works is running, running, running, running.  The works in sense 
of my book, and keep working, nonstop working.  And I want to see 
how they really look.  Only I look their pictures but let them see it, 
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and let them have a some interaction. They're very pleasant people, 
very pleasant people.  Tatyana is so lucky.  They are not like my 
mother-in-law Jayma.  Uh-ha don't say that, anyhow.  She's okay, 
different style, but she really cares about everybody.  She don't have 
any bad intention, first she want to be number one.  If I say you are 
number one, she's really happy.  Who cares I'm number two, number 
three, number five, one hundred…  Why I'm saying this, to make the 
elders happy, and put them in the mental peace - relax.  If your 
mother Womb Chakra is relaxed, your Womb Chakra is generated.  
Let know this point - if your mother is relaxed, your Womb Chakra is 
increased. Don't think it is a lady or gents, yes - everybody.  Yes, the 
Mother Divine is your servant. 
Next step, Lord Rama, Bhagawan Rama in Treyta Yuga, one word 
Desahradamahaaraj, his father he said, “Go forest.”  No next word. 
He walked out.  “Okay, I'll go father.  How many years?”  “Go for 
twelve years.”  “Okay father I'll go.”  He took his crown, everything, 
he removed it.  He put little small cloths on his body.  Whenever he is 
going, his wife Sita catched his feet say, “No, my husband, I will also 
walk with you, no matter what.  If you are thirsty I'll be also thirsty.  
If you are eating whatever it is, any fruits in the forest, I'll eat also the 
same thing, the fruit in the forest.”   
They're both walking, then Rama brother Lakshmana, he caughted it, 
“No brother. I will also come, without you I will also stay.  I don't 
want this, the kingdom, this emperorism, this all I don't like it.  Only 
you I want it - I want to take care of you.”  The three guys they 
walked.   They went in the forest.  The whole Ramayana is there.  
Which means if you love, attachment, a dedication, a wife means a 
true wife is a Sita, true blood brothers is Rama and Lakshmana - that 
dedication need to come.  If you don't have that type of dedication it 
is a dangerous your happiness.  Once you got dedicated, done, that's 
it. 
Again I'm coming here, subject, so your mother, where you first 
came, her Womb Chakra, whenever you created her Womb Chakra 
strongly and powerfully.  Yes, automatically you will merge in the 
enlightenment, in the consciousness of the divine devotion, in all 
aspects - the healing powers, capabilities, clarity, consciousness level.  
Everything will open, Brahma Consciousness automatically it will 
come.  I made you to write down lot of Womb Chakras and make it 
keep burning.  It's indirect mechanism to make, your mother is alive 
or not, somewhere she is there, she is existing or not, but somewhere 
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she is there.  It automatically makes her happy, then automatically 
you are powerful, that's it.  Are you satisfied? 
 
Monika T:  Yes, Swami, thank you. 
 
Swami: “Yes, Swami” You're thinking about your mother. 
(Something inaudible) When you saw her, your mother? 
 
Monika T:  Three months back. 
 
Swami:  She's happy with you? Be honest. 
 
Monika T:   She's missing me Swami. 
 
Swami:  Jerry, fix the ticket to her and she'll go. 
 
Monika T:  No Swami I can't go. 
 
Swami:  Why? 
 
Monika T:  Because I want to be here. 
 
Swami:  Fix the ticket huh she'll go… She's happy, don't worry. Okay 
Next.  
 
Monika T:  Thank you.  A mother is creating five kids.  Each kid is 
going in a different direction.  Who is really creating the direction? Is 
the womb chakra creating the direction, or the Mother's 
consciousness giving the direction? 
 
Swami:  Consciousness. Consciousness.  Next. 
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Monika T:  Swami, can you explain a little bit more about what that 
means the consciousness is giving the direction? 
 
Swami: It is the Divine Consciousness is diverting different, different 
people.  If the mother have five kids…each one kid is a scientist, one 
kid is a robber, one kid is a teacher, one kid is a philosopher, one kid 
is a normal farmer.  It is only the Divine Consciousness’ creation.   
Final question.  Done. 
 
Monika T:  Swami, you called the Sri Chakra the Womb Chakra and 
also said there is the Universal Womb Chakra.  Can you please clarify 
this point for us? 
 
Swami:  Nah, it takes a pretty good time because I need to first draw 
that and explain different points, then yantras I need to draw, and I 
need to show where is this point, powers pot in each chakra is there.  
Everybody has to learn all the chakras.  Sri Chakra, Womb Chakra, 
Shiva Chakra, all…Sudarshana Chakra – everything, everybody has 
to learn it.  In a very soon, in a few days I'll give the program, then 
you come with one eye here, I come up. 
Yes, here the point – power spot.  Whole temple is not a power; one 
place is a power spot.  If you saw the Sri, that Kalahasti, Sri Kalahasti, 
gigantic temple, only one place is a power spot.  Done.  Temple is big.  
Here our temple is pretty beautiful, I hope but power spot is a 
different place there.  Whatever Baba's, underneath his leg and his 
feet, underneath something there, which is three inches, two 
centimeters.  Sorry Boss…that is underneath is there, something 
powerful spot.  Under this marble thousands of crystals there, 
hundreds of thousands of crystals, whole this Mandir.  The crystals is 
highly purified with lot of unbelievable rivers’ washing.  Blessed by 
many, many, many, powerful characters.  It's a buried it, whole this 
area.  Then the marbles is. . . even if you enter inside of beginning of 
Dwarkamai, the first entering coming from the east, the first marble 
and the second marble it got cracked.  If you jump there it make 
different sound. There lot of power objects is there, it takes negativity 
on the spot.  Without touching that spot you cannot enter inside, first 
it sucks it.   
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We put the Ala Hala Lingam there, after five hundred years, who 
knows, the Guru Parampara need to decide.  Your students’, 
students’, students’, students’, students’, students if they really can 
bring up that and putting on the planet, make it available to universal 
peace and harmony in a good way – good, otherwise it's gone.  
Somebody need to take care of that.  My chapter is over with that.  I 
given to the Mother Earth, I given to the Mother Earth, that's it, my 
chapter is over.  Good.  Thank you and have a nice time guys, and 
um, you covered your confusion points? 
 
Monika T:  Oh no Swami, we have many questions on the Womb 
Chakra for you. 
 
Swami:  Go ahead - ooh.  Yah, yah, yah, go ahead. 
 
Monika T:  Why is the Mother's Universal Womb Chakra called the 
Mother's Hrudaya Chakra?  What is the link between the Mother's 
heart and the Mother's Womb?  
 
Swami:  Hrudaya.  Hru-daya - kindness.  It means kindness, means 
in sense of the prema.  Prema - true love -that is Hrudaya.  Womb 
Chakra - a creation point.  Whenever you putted the true love, it's a 
link, a flower turning as a fruit. If you ask, “How come Swami, is a 
flower, a small mango flower, it giving the huge mango?” Yes, that is 
the consciousness of the creation, a flower giving a beautiful fruit.  In 
the fruit, unbelievable taste but you should not neglect, “Ah, it's only 
flower. Take it out.”  That will create as a fruit. In the fruit there is a 
seed, that seed will give a tree, that tree will create a lot of flowers, 
the flowers again turn as a fruit.  That is the consciousness of the 
creation.  Never underestimate the Mother Creation, she knows what 
to do, when to do, how to do. Simply accept it. You be loyal and royal 
- it will go, the journey.  You got it? 
 
Monika T:  Yes Swami. Can we ask you another question? 
 
Swami:  Sure, go ahead.  Anyhow I am right now as a prisoner here. 
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Monika T: How is the Sri Chakra linked to the Mother's Womb? 
 
Swami: Mother Divine birthplace is Sri Chakra.  It is no link there - 
that is her birthplace.  For your kind information, she don't have a 
Womb Chakra - the whole universe is her womb.  Next. 
 
Monika T: Can you tell us the deeper mechanism of what is 
happening at the Nada Bindu? 
 
Swami: Na - Da.  Beginning point of your navel.  How do you call 
that? 
 
Monika T:  Navel. 
 
Swami: That is the center point.  That is the highest, one of the 
energy biggest spot.  Every person have the Nada Bindu.  That is 
whatever you have the Personal Mantra, that automatically 
connected to your Nada Bindu consciousness.  Once your Personal 
Mantra leak out, Personal Mantra, once you leak out your 
consciousness is gone, you cannot connect it.  It's a highly difficult, 
once you lost your personal mantra.  Few people I fixed even they 
did a mistake their personal mantra.  They released and somebody 
watched, and somebody heard it.  I don't think so I can fix it.  No, it's 
a highly difficult process.  Your Personal Mantra is a kind of your 
breath - you need to be very careful.  Once you have very confidence 
in your personal mantra, it's a power.  It's a power with you, a divine 
force working around you.  Your Personal Mantra is that much 
power.  If you maintain… keep that… no unnecessary negativity 
energy can come and touch you, and moreover, your process is 
between you and the master. Whatever process you're doing, nobody 
should know what process you're really in it.  No, that's only 
between you and Guru Parampara, it's none of somebody's business.  
If you maintain that, you are highly protected.  Highly protected.  It's 
very confidential thing.    
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Swami sings:  
Karma karni waadu, karma ku, mokshanahudu karma luniundi karma 
kabandahastalu kabandahastalaluni dagyeundi, nestrahastaalu 
hastaalaaluniundi sunyahastamu asunimuluniundi sarvaswamu 
asarvakarudaay a aakaramuleynineyakarudaay sipuduparameshwadu 
telusukaarayeyana  

 
Monika T: What is generating the spark in the silence that opens the 
Nada Bindu? 
 
Swami: I think I need to go in silence, hah? 
 
Monika T:  Just one last question. 
 
Swami:  You're sleepy hah? 
 
Monika T:  No.  
 
Swami: You are sleepy. 
 
Monika T: I think you're trying to hypnotize me - no I'm not sleepy. 
 
Swami: Hah? What hypnotizing? 
 
Monika T: Not sleepy…we're all very eager to hear the answer to that 
question. 
 
Swami: No, they're all tired.  
 
Students:  No!'. 
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Swami:  No, look at that, they're all tired.  By force they're saying, 
“No, no, no, no!”  But they're very tired. Many people they want to 
go to the, on the bed and relax.  
 
Students:  No! 
 
Swami:  See, everybody is saying, 'No!'  So, something today we 
discussed.  Is everybody grinding the knowledge in the daytime 
guys? Hello?  
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  You're translating it, you're putting it on a piece of paper, 
you're typing it, Ann?  
 
Monika T: Yes Swami. 
 
Swami: And everybody having that copy? 
 
Monika T: Yes Swami. 
 
Swami: Again, I'll come to you guys with my hard work - should not 
waste.  Again there is examination conduction, is a conducting is 
happening. So far, whatever I discussed with you, explain all the 
points, if you don't remember, and if you didn't put it with your own 
handwriting… I'll give the questionaries and you need to write it, 
then I'll look at it. If I'm not happy, I'm sorry you have to go back to 
your countries.  It's not a joke.  You do your job - I do my job.  Learn 
it, don't waste - every minute is a golden minute. it's a diamond.  
Every minute is valuable - learn it, learn it, learn it, learn it, learn it, 
learn it.  Which angle the master is going, the boss where is 
approaching, what is the concept, which content he mentioned this 
point, listening it.  This questionarie will raise it, and he took it, and 
he diverted it, again he entered the subject, again he talked.  Which 
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angle he is going and what you learned, that is important!  
Otherwise, is a your time waste, my time waste. 
Learn!  Learn!  Learn! Learn! Learn! Learn! Learn! Forget about the 
gossips, gossips is nothing but garbage.  It's a natural in the human 
psychology.  Forget it.  Only subject you are here, go step-by-step, I 
go in depth.  I'll take the speed moment.  Pretty good I'm taking it a 
speed moment.  I'll take some more speed, then next some more 
speed, depends on your mood, I'll take my speed.  No, Monika T is 
handling pretty good the questionaries.  Yes, she is coming in right 
track.  Yes.  If it keep go like that, it's a matter of one week, my talks.  
I'll finish whole subject, then you're training and learning yourself - 
that is your time.  Before you go and everything, you need to make it 
clear sheet to me. Yes, any angle if I ask Vaastu, different, different, 
different, different, subjects.  Today she completed whole Womb 
Chakra, majority.  Are you?  
 
Monika T:  No Swami, we have more questions for you Swami. 
 
Swami:  We'll speak later. It's too much. First let this information, let 
everybody grind it at a stretch. No, first grind it, then first let 
everybody as a groupism, and keep discuss, discuss, discuss. Go like 
take the point, you hitted the Nada Bindu. You hitted the 
consciousness, pretty good you jumped with it.  Pretty good you 
jumped.  Keep, take the same inspiration moment - push it. I'll say 
Good Night. 
 

End of Talk 
 


